MUSEO DELTA ANTICO
OPEN AIR SECTION OPENING IN
COMACCHIO VALLEYS
Thanks to VALUE project, on Saturday 25
June at 11 am, the first Open Air Museum
related to the ancient city of Spina will be
opened, becoming a real external section
of
Museo
Delta
Antico.
This Open Air Museum, run by the
Municipality of Comacchio and the History
Culture and Civilization Department of the
Alma Mater Studiorum University of
Bologna, in the person of Prof. Antonio
Gottarelli, will allow, for the first time, to
"appreciate live" what once must have
been Spina. In fact, it will be possible to
walk between two large houses, in full
scale, entirely made of wood and marsh
reeds, and build following the clues offered
by archaeological research. One of the two
houses will be a museum and will be
intended as an ancient Etruscan house.
The other house will instead be used as a
classroom and will act as a reference point
for all those educational activities that will
take place in the Valleys district. The point
chosen to recreate these museum
installations is not accidental. The
landscape that we appreciate today when
visiting the Comacchio Valleys is very close
to the environment that 2500 years ago a
Greek or an Etruscan could admire when
visiting the great Spinetico emporium.

INTERNET WEBSITES
RELATED TO VALUE PROJECT
Within the VALUE project, various
platforms or websites have been created or
involved.
https://diomede.parcodeltapo.org/value is
the web platform (with relative progressive
web application) for the enhancement of
the Italian-Croatian districts. These tools
were created through a mapping activity
that was carried out in collaboration
between the Veneto Region and Emilia
Romagna
and
the
regional
superintendencies.
www.studipomposiani.it is the site created
as part of the pilot action linked to the
Pomposa
Abbey
(Codigoro).
Over 500 manuscripts relating to the history
of the Abbey have been digitized and
collected to give scholars, curious and
enthusiasts the opportunity to enjoy them
freely.
https://viaapsyrtides.hr/
Already existing but became part of the
VALUE project thanks to the pilot action of
the Island of Cres, with the restoration of 75
km of ancient rural paths. The archipelago
of Cres-Lošinj was formerly called
Apsyrtides, hence the name chosen for the

Furthermore, the attractiveness of our
Valleys, with an annual audience of around
35,000 visitors, will be able to act as an
attraction for the Ancient Delta Museum.

trail that extends from the northernmost
point of the island of Cres, Cape Jablanac,
to Cape Radovan, the southernmost point
of the island of Ilovik .

ARCHEOGIOCHI OPENING
AT MAN ADRIA

FINAL CONFERENCE

On June, 9th 2022, the park of Museo
Archeologico Nazionale di Adria hosted the
opening of the Archeogiochi. The path,
created as part of the WP4 action of
VALUE project, consists of four large
educational and recreational wooden
infrastructures.
The Archeogiochi are totally inclusive,
thanks to the tactile, auditory and olfactory
games.
The aim was to create a park able to call
back four of the main archaeological
themes that visitors can discover inside the
Museum: the Hellenistic 'Tomb of the
Chariot'; navigation in the Upper Adriatic;
public buildings and roads in Roman times.

The final conference of the VALUE project
was held on 17 and 18 June in Venice, an
opportunity to present the activities and
pilot projects carried out between Italy and
Croatia.
Numerous interventions, including Roberto
Cantagalli, Municipality of Comacchio,
leader of the project, highlighted how the
realization of the project allowed to lay the
foundations for the creation of a real
supraregional
cultural
district.
The
representatives of the various project
partners then intervened and presented the
results
achieved.
The conference was also attended by Silvia
Comiati, Joint Technical Secretariat of the
Italy Croatia program, who presented the
objectives and perspectives of the new Italy
Croatia program for 2021-2027 and Fausta
Bressani, Veneto Region, who underlined
how the activities carried out will be a
springboard for tourism development
based on the integration of the cultural,
scientific
and
production
chain.

DELTA ARCHEO FESTIVAL - SOME NUMBERS
DELTA ARCHEO FESTIVAL took place from May, 27th until May, 29th, involving Emilia
Romagna and Veneto region sites : Adria, San Basilio, Pomposa and Comacchio.
Different kind of events were organized to involve citizens and tourists as conferences
and meetings in cultural sites, excavation simulation, guided tours and visual arts
exhibitions, performances of dance, music and art in cultural and archaeological sites.
ADRIA: 9 events, n.68 participants
SAN BASILIO: 8 events, n.137 participants
POMPOSA: 7 events, n.163 participants
COMACCHIO: 13 events, n.592 participants
Activities dedicated to schools were also carried out, involving about 150 students, and a
educational tour for the tourist press with 11 journalists.
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